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- How to make Gimp look like Adobe Photoshop on Linux [2]

- How To Install Dropbox on Linux Mint 19 [3]

- How To Make Linux System To Run Faster On Intel CPUs [4]

- How to Create TXT Template Scripts in BASH [5]

- How to Find Out the Processes Running on Linux Using the ps Command [6]


- How to Install Amarok for Linux Ubuntu 19.10/18.04 LTS? [8]
How to Install Kmag for Ubuntu 20.04 LTS [9]

How to Install Ktimer for Ubuntu 20.04 LTS [10]

How to Install Mono on Ubuntu 18.04 & 16.04 [11]

How to Install Multiple Discourse Containers on the Same Server [12]

How to Install Python on Ubuntu 19.10 Step by Step Guide for beginners [13]

How to Install QEMU for Linux Ubuntu 19.10/18.04 LTS? [14]

How to Install Stellarium 0.20.0 in Ubuntu 20.04, 18.04 [15]

How to Remove Linux User from a Group [16]

How to copy a directory in Linux a Tutorial for beginners 2020 [17]

How to install Firefox on LMDE 4 [18]

How to install LibreOffice 6.4 on LMDE 4 [19]

How to install the Kompare on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS? [20]
• How to install the Snow GTK theme on Linux [21]

• How to setup EC2 Auto Scaling Group (ASG) on AWS [22]

• How to use touch command in Linux [23]

Source URL: http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/135835
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